
 

 

Minutes Faculty Meeting   
Friday 3 March 2017 

 
In attendance: Susan Ryan, Beth Willey, Andrew Rabin, Kiki Petrosino, Ian Stansel, Khirsten Echols, 
Anthony Gross, Mary P Sheridan, Bruce Horner, Karen Hadley, Joe Turner, Stephen Schneider, Mary 
Rosner, Steve Smith, Joan Dantoni, Timothy Johnson, Robin Mozer, David Anderson, Bronwyn Williams, 
Paul Griner, Dale Hachten, Matthew Biberman, Karen Kopelson Andrea Olinger, Fran McDonald, Kristi 
Maxwell Elaine Wise, Karen Chandler, Frank Kelderman (taking minutes) 
 
Apologies:  
 
Meeting Called to Order: 2.01 pm 
 
Announcements 
 

• Hackathon on March 30, 9 AM - 5PM.  8-hour event in Room 300 to build website of resources for 
immigrant and refugee communities. (Contact Frances McDonald or Stephen Schneider) 

• Publication of Matthew Biberman, Shakespeare, Adaptation, Psychoanalysis: Better than New  
(Routledge). 

• Joseph Harris talk, “Teaching the Essay in the Digital Age,” 22 March, 4 pm in Chao Auditorium 

• TC Tolbert reading on Thursday 9 March, at 6 pm, Bingham Poetry Room 

• Updates will follow on the freezing of travel allowances and reimbursements. Currently scheduled 
travels will be approved.  

 
 
Discussion of Hiring Requests for AY 2017-2018 (due March 15) 
  

• A&S still making room for hiring requests: tenured hire in RC still on the table 

• Limit request to tenured RC only? 

• Discussion: 
 

• Tenure hire in RC priority due to number of PhD projects supervised. 

• If A&S gives a “hard no” on the tenured line, it will be useful have a request for a junior line up as 
a “back-up” (Jaffe’s line as a possibility.)  

• Also important not to seem like the department is “giving up” on making requests, and to make 
sure we establish a paper trail of documented hiring requests for future purposes 

• Possibility A&S could approve junior hire over the tenured hire; junior line can be mentioned in 
the “discursive” section, as reminder of ongoing needs. 

 

• Motion: ask for dual hire: make request for both tenured and junior hire 

• Motion seconded 

• Motion carried 
 

• Discussion:  



 

 

• How to specify the particular description for the tenure hire?  

• Suggestions: constitute a search committee to bring in a proposal.  

• Frame request broadly, interdisciplinary.  

• Mention Gen Ed in job description and expertise in RC for Gen Ed purposes.  
 
   
 
Undergraduate Committee Matters 
 

• UG Committee tasked with thinking about how to integrate the guidelines Arts & Humanities (AH) and 
Diversity (DIV) requirements in newly imagined courses for the Cardinal Core (CC). 

• Faculty asked to think of 200-level courses they would like to teach in the CC, which would draw in 
students to the English majors, and would offer multiple options to students.  

• Deadline for new course proposals for the CC: October 2017 

• Discussion:  
 

• Reminder to make sure AH and Div courses do not exclude faculty teaching in earlier periods 

• Any course can be kept as part of the curriculum, but perhaps not as part of CC  

• Make course descriptions broad enough to fit a lot of slots but specific enough to suggest 
usefulness and rigor.  

• Make sure not to over-proliferate, to be able to offer courses regularly enough to satisfy A&S 

• For general course descriptions: use phrases like “written assignments” / “classroom discussion” 
to maintain flexibility. Syllabi can flesh these out more specifically.  

• Expanding 200 courses will be instrumental for generating majors (more likely to get first-year 
students). Will get more students interested in the 300, 400, 500 level.  

• Get T/ TT faculty to offer 200 level courses: majors often say they would like to get to know TT 
faculty better.  

 

• Motion: UG Committee will draw up plans for CC course proposals, which will include the following 
 

1) redefine 250 as “Global Englishes” and offer “Fiction and Film” or “Popular Genres” at the 
200 level   

2) convert at least one of the 300-level courses to the 200 level (have three 200-level courses 
in the Gen Ed)  

3) make 300-level courses satisfy AH and DIV CC requirements (Women and Gender Studies 
will take care of Children’s Literature—Dawn Heinecken)  

4) offer a total of 9 classes in the Gen Ed.  
5) have initial proposals for courses by next meeting (UG committee will send an email 

reminder to all faculty) 
 

• motion seconded 

• motion carried 



 

 

 
Meeting adjourned 


